competed in previous Olympiads. A fifth program, BITaHex from China, registered but was unable to participate due to visa problems related to the recent dispute between Japan and China.
within the time allocated for a move. YOPT, MIMHEX, WOLVE, and MOHEX used 1, 1, 2, and 16 threads respectively.
Each player opened twice against each opponent. The tournament started on Saturday September 25 and finished on Tuesday September 28.
MOHEX WOLVE MIMHEX YOPT total result MOHEX 3-1 3-1 4-0 10-2 gold WOLVE 1-3 4-0 3-1 8-4 silver MIMHEX 1-3 0-4 4-0 5-7 bronze YOPT 0-4 1-3 0-4 1-11 4th
THE GAMES
The games are shown at the end of this article.
To obtain data for the following analysis, we ran SOLVER on positions from each game. For each game, we found the earliest position that SOLVER could solve in the allotted time, which varied depending on our interest from two hours to more than one day.
At each node in its search tree, SOLVER performs virtual-connection and inferior cell analysis. The latter allows many inferior moves to be pruned from the search; the former allows the computation of a mustplay region: any move outside this region is a loss for the player to move next. SOLVER has the same virtual-connection and inferior cell engines as MOHEX and WOLVE.
MOHEX in one game, and against WOLVE in two games, but never -as far as SOLVER could tell -against MIMHEX.
With the exception of its two obvious blunders -one against MOHEX, one against WOLVE -MIMHEX played solidly, and seems close to challenging the recent Olympiad domination of WOLVE and MOHEX.
CONCLUSIONS
Monte Carlo Tree Search programs now dominate in the number of entries to the Hex competition. It appears they might soon dominate in strength as well.
MIMHEX's performance as a new entry this year was surprising strong, especially since its strength seems to derive only from Monte Carlo tree search. MIMHEX and YOPT might benefit by adding or strengthening virtual connection computation, as each made moves outside the mustplay. Adding vulnerable cell pruning and other forms of inferior cell analysis might also help.
We look forward to seeing BITaHex, and hopefully more new entries, at next year's competition. YOPT-MOHEX 0-1, YOPT-WOLVE 0-1 (bottom row).
